UNATTENDED CHILDREN
WILL BE GIVEN
DOUBLE ESPRESSOS AND
MADE WILD PROMISES ABOUT
WHAT SANTA IS BRINGING THEM
Unattended children will be given an espresso and a free puppy.
WARNING:

UNATTENDED CHILDREN WILL BE DRESSED IN KILTS & GIVEN SWORDS.
NO DRUGS OR NUCLEAR WEAPONS ALLOWED INSIDE THE RESTROOMS
Speling Bee: 42 semifinalists compete for coveted trophy

By Rich Neckman

UNION HILL, Me — A spelling bee has begun in many schools across the United States, with 42 semifinalists remaining from the 100 nationwide who entered to compete for the title of Spelling Bee of the English Language.

The two winners, Christopher Costello of Union Hill, Maine, and Christopher Christensen of New Hampshire, are now in the final round, vying for the title of Spelling Bee Champion of the United States.

The competition has been intense, with the top four finalists vying for the ultimate prize. The semifinals were held in various locations around the country, with the four finalists chosen from the top 10 in each region.

The final round will be held in Washington, D.C., on May 30th, where the four finalists will compete for the title of Spelling Bee Champion of the United States.

The winners will receive a cash prize of $50,000 and a trip to Washington, D.C., to attend the final round. The competition is open to all students in grades 4 through 8, and winners are chosen based on their ability to spell words accurately and quickly.
City widens plastic bag ban
Things I hate
1. Vandalism
2. Irony
3. Lists
At last! A Veggie Burger that contains REAL BEEF!

Made with the finest cuts of topside and sirloin from our own herd, Crompton’s Veggie Burgers are the only vegetarian burgers on the market made with 100% REAL BEEF!

How are they vegetarian? We don’t know... ...they JUST ARE!

- 100% Beef
- Nut-free
- Suitable for vegans
- Dairy free
- Preservatives

All the TASTE of beef, all the GOODNESS of beef and all the BEEF of beef in a 100% vegetarian burger.

Crompton’s Beef Farm, Abbatoir Road, Dorset
Your The Best Teacher Ever

YOU HAD ONE JOB
Prices you can trust

LONG YELLOW THINGS
Product of Ecuador

.78 lb

1.72/kg
Save $9933.40 after all markdowns

66.50

Was $9999.90 on 09/01/12

Clearance

BROTHER HL5370DW DESKTOP PRINTER
HAGGLING POLICY

You’re in Huntington Beach, Tijuana is about 3 hours south. Our pricing is excellent, and our service is even better. However, if you still want to try for entertainment value, we always enjoy an exceptional effort.
LOW PRICE GUARANTEE

We guarantee that you can ALWAYS find something for at least a little less than what you bought it for if you look long and hard enough. What’s the point? You’re here now.
ILLITERATE?
CALL 1-800-555-1212
'15 best things about our pubic schools.
SOUTHBENDON.COM
STOP

IN THE NAHHAAAME OF LOVE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
of Telemarketers

Absolutely NO SOLICITING
Need assistance accessing our Internet?
Please Visit Starbucks.com/wifi
Utah Poison Control Center reminds everyone not to take poison

"Children Act Fast, So Do Poisons" is the theme for National Poison Prevention Week, arch 20 - 26. The Utah Poison Control Center (UPCC) would like to take the opportunity to remind parents and caregivers that poisonings can be prevented. In 2004, the Utah Poison Control Center responded to over 50,000 calls, the majority of which were about actual potential poisonings.

Over 60 percent of the potential poisoning exposures involved children under age 6. The top five substances that children in this age group exposed to include:

- Giving or taking medicine. Check the dosage each use.
- Avoid taking medicine in front of children.
- Never refer to medicine as candy.
- Clean your medicine cabinet periodically, safely disposing of unneeded and outdated medicines.

The UPCC, part of the College of Pharmacy, has an active community outreach program. In 2004, representatives of the Utah Poison Control Center provided 126 community presentations and distributed more than 40,000 poison prevention education materials throughout the state of Utah.
RABBITS
CUDDLEY OR NUTRITIOUS
TODAY'S SPECIAL

Buy one Fish & Chips for the price of two and receive a second Fish & Chips ABSOLUTELY FREE!
SPEED LIMIT 12 1/2
DANGER

THE DOG HAS A GUN AND REFUSES TO TAKE HIS MEDICATION
BUY 3 FOR THE PRICE OF 3!
Think Safety First!
Solve this for WiFi Password

\[ f(x) = a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( a_n \cos \frac{n\pi x}{L} + b_n \sin \frac{n\pi x}{L} \right) \]
FAIL
Car Wash

ALL EMPLOYEES TRAINED BY MR MIYAGI
Dry
Paint
DO NOT BREATHE UNDER THE WATER
Homework

- Please do one of the following by Tuesday:
  1. Master Kung Fu
  2. Switch religions for a day
  3. Wear a fake mustache for 24 hours
  4. End world hunger
  5. Find your nemesis, earn their trust, then vanquish them (preferably with magic).
  6. In the shower, use conditioner first then shampoo just to see what would happen. (I’m curious)
PARKING ONLY
10 MINUTE LIMIT
ALL OTHERS WILL BE CRUSHED AND MELTED
IN CASE OF FIRE

EXIT BUILDING
BEFORE TWEETING
ABOUT IT
Microwave Settings

1 = 1 minute
2 = 2 minutes
3 = 3 minutes
4 = 4 minutes
5 = 5 minutes
6 = 6 minutes
7 = 7 minutes
8 = 8 minutes
9 = 9 minutes
10 = 10 minutes
HUSBAND
DAY CARE CENTER

- NEED TIME TO RELAX?
- NEED TIME TO YOURSELF?
- WANT TO GO SHOPPING?

LEAVE YOUR HUSBAND WITH US!
WE LOOK AFTER HIM FOR YOU!
YOU ONLY PAY FOR HIS DRINKS!
IF YOUR ELECTRICAL DEVICE (WATCH, PHONE, PAGER, ETC.) ACTIVATES ANYTIME DURING THE CONCERT, YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO GO ON STAGE AND -

PLAY THE BASSOON
NO LIFE GUARD ON DUTY
All coins collected from this fountain will be donated to SFU Student Financial Assistance

Due to the economic crisis, pennies and small change will no longer be acceptable for wishing upon. Please alert your children.
Save the planet; it's the only one with beer.
Proof Reading

$2 - $6 Dollars per paper discussed at meeting

Less than 5 Grammatical errors a paper or you money back

Located at D10 on the Circle

Text any time or call after 4 PM: 512-629-5593

Email anytime: jweidknecht@liberty.edu
WE NOW SELL GRAVY
Village of Crestwood
English is our Language
No Exceptions
Learn It
Mayor Chester Stranczeck
Make English America's Official Language
This is America and our only language is English.
For Security Reasons,

Please Remove Ski Masks Before Entering the Bank.

Thank you,
Northrim Security

Northrim Bank
THOU SHALT NOT PARK HERE
If You Had No Idea What To Get Her For Valentine’s Day...
Imagine How Overwhelming Arranging Her Funeral Would Be.

Give her the perfect gift, make pre-arrangements as a couple with the affordable funeral home. Choose from affordable funeral services or affordable cremations. Compassion is our passion. By the way, did we tell you we were affordable?
Boneless Spiral Ham

Delicious for Chanukah

$8.99 /LB
Houston Public Library
And remember the important safety tip regarding electricity.

DANGER

DO NOT TOUCH
Not only will this kill you, it will hurt the whole time you're dying.
IMPORTANT.
Chelmsford (A 414)
Chipping Ongar A 128
Brentwood
Kelvedon Hatch A 128
Industrial Estates
Secret Nuclear Bunker
SOFT SHOULDER
BLIND CURVES
STEEP GRADE
BIG TRUCKS
GOOD LUCK!
CAUTION
THIS MACHINE
HAS NO BRAIN
USE YOUR OWN
QUICK
LOBOTOMY
From
$300
537-4239
Hussey's
Maine's Largest
General Store
Guns
Wedding Gowns
Cold Beer
SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT \[ \sqrt{677} \] HEAVILY PATROLLED
Candy Bars $1.00
Proceeds go to the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
Our program just got better!
FREE diabetes medications
All insured at time of purchase. Prescription required. Includes medications for up to a 90-day supply available at Columbus and Toledo locations. For complete details, visit the pharmacy for a complete list of qualifying medications, amounts, and other restrictions.
GENUINE FAKE WATCHES

ROLEX BREITLING BVLGARI Cartier 07/16/2007
Mississippi's literacy program shows improvement.
Open box before eating pizza.
Learn to Fly
NO SMOKING

WITHIN 15 FEET OF ANYWHERE
DANGER AHEAD
FASTEN SAFETY BELTS
AND REMOVE DENTURES

GEVAAR VOOR
MAAK GORDELS VAS
EN VERWYDER KUNSTANDDE
NO PARKING
NOT 5 MINUTES
NOT 30 SECONDS
NOT AT ALL!
EMERGENCY

174 KM AHEAD
Attention Dog Guardians
Pick up after your dogs - Thank you.

Attention Dogs
Grrrr, bark, woof. Good dog.

District of North Vancouver
Bylaw 5981-11(i)
Computer Tudor
Home Computer Training & Repair
522-6567
SPEED BUMP AHEAD

DON'T SPILL YOUR BEER
PRIVATE PARKING
UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES WILL BE WORKED OVER WITH A SLEDGEHAMMER, FLIPPED OVER BY AN ANGRY MOB, SET ON FIRE, AND SPRAY PAINTED WITH RUDE SLOGANS IMMEDIATELY AFTER BEING USED AS A GETAWAY CAR IN AN INCREDIBLY DARING DAYLIGHT ROBBERY
was 399.99

SALE

399.99

save $0.00

Sony

8.1 Megapixel Super HA

Carl Zeiss® 5X Optical Zoom Lens

3.0” LCD Screen

Face Detection Technology

Double Anti-Blur Solution

HD Output

Simple Set Controls

Mfg. Warranty: 12 Mo. Labor/ 12 Mo. Parts

4 Yr. Protection Plan
Today's Special

Buy one Fish & Chips for the price of two and receive a second Fish & Chips ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Utah Poison Control Center reminds everyone not to take poison

"Children Act Fast, So Do Poisons" is the theme for National Poison Prevention Week, arch 20 - 26. The Utah Poison Control Center (UPCC) would like to take the opportunity to remind parents and caregivers that poisonings can be prevented. In 2004, the Utah Poison Control Center responded to over 50,000 calls, the majority of which were about actual potential poisonings.

Over 60 percent of the potential poisoning exposures involved children under age 6. The top five substances that children in this age group need to include giving or taking medicine. Check the dosage each use.

* Avoid taking medicine in front of children.
* Never refer to medicine as candy.
* Clean your medicine cabinet periodically, safely disposing of unneeded and outdated medicines.

The UPCC, part of the College of Pharmacy, has an active community outreach program. In 2004, representatives of the Utah Poison Control Center provided 126 community presentations and distributed more than 40,000 poison prevention education materials throughout the state.
We’re looking for computer engineers who like to solve difficult problems. Call us on this number now:
SLOW DOWN
OR
DIE
YOU'LL NEVER GET TO WORK ON TIME HAHA!!!
1106 LOUISVILLE

WE BYE USED CARS

TOP CASH PAID "FOR TRUCKS & CARS"

CENTER LANE ONLY
THIS DOOR IS CLOSED
In the event of an aircraft evacuation, style points will be given according to style and artistic impression.
Redneck Hearing Protection
PLEASE

DON'T THROW
YOUR CIGARETTE ENDS
ON THE FLOOR
THE COCKROACHES
ARE GETTING CANCER
TOUCHING WIRES CAUSES
INSTANT DEATH

$200 FINE

Newcastle Tramway Authority
100% COTTON

MACHINE WASH WARM, INSIDE OUT, WITH LIKE COLORS. USE ONLY NON-CHLORINE BLEACH. TUMBLE DRY MEDIUM. MEDIUM HOT IRON. DO NOT IRON PRINT!

OR

GIVE IT TO YOUR MOM IT'S HER JOB
Beware of Invisible Cows

Most of the Mauna Kea Access Road below Hale Pohaku is open cattle range, and the cows frequently cross the road. Dark colored cows are often invisible in darkness and/or fog. Use extreme caution and drive very slowly in this open range.
Leaving Brooklyn
Fuhgeddaboudit

Marty Markowitz
Borough President
Michael R. Bloomberg
Mayor
Do NOT taunt, mock, imitate, dis, nag, insult, jeer, tease, needle, offend, outrage, sneer at, revile, upbraid, impersonate, deride, slander, razz, pester, satirize, rib, agitate, alarm, badger, disturb, upset, incite, vex, torment, browbeat, displease, scare, irritate, distress, provoke, goad, bully, kid, snub, confront, laugh at, infuriate, threaten, disparage, scoff at, ridicule, inflame, or goad the tigers.
EVENINGS AT 7
IN THE PARISH HALL

MON  ALCOHOLICS
       ANONYMOUS
TUE  ABUSED SPOUSES
WED  EATING
       DISORDERS
THU  SAY NO TO
       DRUGS
FRI  TEEN SUICIDE
       WATCH
SAT  SOUP KITCHEN

SUNDAY SERMON
  9 A.M.
“AMERICA’S JOYOUS
       FUTURE“
BERNARD

DEHYDRATED WATER

EMPTY CONTENTS OF CAN INTO
ONE GALLON OF WATER.
STIR UNTIL DISSOLVED.
CHILL AND SERVE

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS TO
The Nation's finest eating establishments

GENERAL OFFICES
CHICAGO, ILL. BERNARD FOOD INDUSTRIES, INC. SAN JOSE, CALIF.
I forgot what we are protesting.

There's going to be beer right?
No person shall, on a Friday, Saturday, or Sunday the day preceding a public holiday, or on a public holiday, drive or cause to be driven between the hours of 6 p.m. and midnight a motor vehicle which exceeds 10.5 m in length in all main roads.
Graffiti
It’s a FUN Crime!
Mission: Go to Gap, Buy a Pair of Pants

Male
Time: 6 min
Cost: $33

Female
Time: 3 Hrs 26 min
Cost: $876
ON THIS SITE
IN 1897 NOTHING HAPPENED.
JACOB
VON HOGFLUME
1864-1909
Inventor of time travel.
lived here
in 2063
You’re four times more likely to have a road accident when you’re on a mobile phone. It’s hard to concentrate on two things at the same time.
DO NOT DROP YOUR CIGARETTE BUTTS ON THE GROUND.

THE CHIPMUNKS COME OUT OF THE BUSHES TO SMOKE THEM AND WE ARE TRYING TO GET THEM TO QUIT.
WE GIVE FAST SERVICE
NO MATTER HOW LONG IT TAKES
MR TOSKANA
HAS HAD AN EXPENSIVE DIVORCE AND NOW NEEDS THE MONEY, SO
SALE NOW ON!!
Please Be safe.
Do not stand, sit, climb or lean on zoo fences.
If you fall, animals could eat you and that might make them sick.
Thank you.
WE SERVE VEGETARIANS.

JUST TELL US HOW YOU'D LIKE THEM PREPARED.

J. D. HOYT'S
A restaurant for carnivores.
NEW CUYAMACA

Population 562
Ft above sea level 2150
Established 1951
TOTAL 4663
Please do not walk, mosey
saunter, stroll, toddler, tread
traipse, troop, ambulate,
prance, dance, tramp, skip,
lumber, plod, slog, stride,
trudge, run, scurry, beat feet,
scamper, scoot, crawl, creep,
or step on the plants.

Thank you.
BEWARE OF THE DOG
HE IS VERY SARCASTIC
QUIT ST3ALING OR LETT3RS
WELCOME TO
GLENDAMBO
ELEVATION 150m
POPULATION
SHEEP 22,500
FLIES 2,000,000 APPROX.
HUMANS 30
PENGUINS
BABY-SITTING
IN MY
HOME
407 322-

PIT BULLS
FOR
SALE
407 322-
This parking space is for disabled only. Everyone else: Thank God yours is still over there, a bit further.
Please...

NEUTER YOUR PETS

AND

WEIRD FRIENDS & RELATIVES
CLOSED Sept. 7
When my one & only daughter marries
that sorry, no count worthless, shiftless
John Patterson.
MY BOSS TOLD ME TO CHANGE THE STUPID SIGN SO I DID
FOR HELP
1. Push RED BUTTON
2. Or YELL
Do NOT taunt, mock, imitate, dis, nag, insult, jeer, tease, needle, offend, outrage, sneer at, revile, upbraid, impersonate, deride, slander, razz, pester, satirize, rib, agitate, alarm, badger, disturb, upset, incite, vex, torment, browbeat, displease, scare, irritate, distress, provoke, goad, bully, kid, snub, confront, laugh at, infuriate, threaten, disparage, scoff at, ridicule, inflame, or goad the tigers.
Things I hate
1. Vandalism
2. Irony
3. Lists
SMOKE TURKEY DRUMSTICKS
SMOKE TURKEY WINGS
SMOKE COW FEET
COW SOMETHING

FRESH PORK
SALT ED PIG FEET
SALT ED PIG TAIL
FROZEN FISH
BEWARE OF INVISIBLE COWS

MOST OF THE MAUNA KEA ACCESS ROAD BELOW HALE POHAKU IS OPEN CATTLE RANGE, AND THE COWS FREQUENTLY CROSS THE ROAD. DARK COLORED COWS ARE OFTEN INVISIBLE IN DARKNESS AND/OR FOG. USE EXTREME CAUTION AND DRIVE VERY SLOWLY IN THIS OPEN RANGE.
SPECIAL OFFER

2 DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF 2 DRINKS
Sabrina

Staten Island, NY

10306

Sorry, did not have enough time to buy stamp.

5¢ for your troubles
BE AWARE OF INVISIBILITY
OPEN

EAT

OR

WE BOTH STARVE
DONT'T DRINK AND DRIVE
TO ENTER COMPLAINT
PUSH RED BUTTON
genjimain:
not only is my new thesaurus terrible, but it’s also terrible
I almost killed my family making pancakes this morning.
i-will-die-laughing:
solarsweeps:
the dog all puppies aspire to be
FIRE DANGER TODAY

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDFIRES
Literacy Night
November 6, 2008

Storytelling
Nacho the Party Puppy
Author
Ema Virjan
of the people that call in to this column.

To all you hunters who kill animals for food, shame on you; you ought to go to the store and buy the meat that was made there, where no animals were harmed.

I am calling in regard to the Speakout. I am an avid
WARNING
RATTLESNAKES
AND
POISON OAK
IN THIS
AREA